Combining principal component and spectral analyses with the method of moments in studies of quantal transmission.
This chapter considers methods for measurements of postsynaptic responses and simple approaches to the estimation of parameters of quantal release in synapses of the central nervous system of vertebrates. The use of these methods is illustrated by the analysis of single-fibre and "minimal" monosynaptic postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) or currents (PSCs) recorded from neurons of the frog spinal cord and rat hippocampus. First, we briefly discuss traditional methods of the response measurements using peak amplitudes or areas, further focusing on a novel method based on multivariate statistical techniques of the principal component analysis (PCA). This approach provides typically better signal-to-noise ratios and is able to separate two or more response components, which can arise due to activation of more than one presynaptic fibre, axon collaterals, receptor subtypes or spatially separated transmission sites. Second, spectral analysis is introduced as the method of choice to verify whether the amplitude fluctuations of the postsynaptic responses have a quantal nature and to obtain estimations of the "basic" quantal parameters, i.e. the quantal size (Q) and mean quantal content (m), without introducing assumptions on release statistics. Third, we show how the method of moments could be applied in the framework of the Poisson and binomial models to estimate the basic quantal parameters and parameters p and n, which reflect the release probability and maximum number of quanta released (or the number of effective release sites), respectively. Fourth, we show that the analysis of the moments can also be instrumental to reveal non-uniformity of release probabilities and compare how several competing models of neurotransmitter release fit to multiple experimental data sets.